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Commentary
Biological computers, or, in short, biocomputers, use systems of

biologically derived molecules, usually referred to DNA and proteins,
to conduct computational calculation such as data storing, retrieving,
and processing [1]. In addition to be used as a carrier of genetic
information, DNA molecules are suitable for performing molecular
calculations as well. The sequence within a DNA molecule allows
researchers to program desired reactions and implement circuits with
which other DNA molecules it can react. For example, removing a
gene, opening a gene, or transferring certain genes to form other
species, changing the traditional operation, thereby affect cell
expression. It works like electronic engineers to design an electrical
circuit by picking up and composing standard components which
correspond the specifications and connect those components to
manipulate the behavior of the cell for specific function in a quick and
reliable way.

Structurally, a biocomputer involves a pathway or a series of
metabolic pathways constituted by biological materials that are
engineered to behave in a certain function when excited by the input.
In the past decade, the development of biocomputers has been made
possible by the expanding science of biologically based materials. From
an engineering viewpoint, it can be viewed as the design and
engineering of proteins with assembled structures.

In 2000, Gardner, Cantor and Collins combined two genes, those
are interfered with each other, to realize a gene switch which could
switch between two steady states so as to realize one-bit data storage
[2]. At the same issue of the journal, Elowitz and Leibler implemented
a simple biological oscillator with Escherichia coli; the modified
Escherichia coli can inhibit each other and produce the cycle of
oscillation, thereby controlling the fluorescent protein open and close
so that the fluorescent protein can shine like a light bulb [3]. The two
iconic papers subvert the traditional concept of biology and set an
important milestone in synthetic biology.

Nowday, scientists use bacterial and DNA molecules to design the
essential Boolean operations of gene elements that can perform digital
logic operation, including the biological gates XOR, NAND, OR, NOT,
AND, etc. [4-6]. Scientists used a modified DNA molecule to alter
Escherichia coli. When stimulated with chemicals, the modified
Escherichia coli has "switches" that resembles electrical equivalents of
biological counterparts. Scientists have also demonstrated that
implanting a single logic gate into bacterial cells and programming the
cells allows them to be linked together by chemical signals to form
more complex parts like those of the electronic components made
today.

In 2016, Nielsen, Der, Shin, et al. published a paper introducing
computer-aided biological circuit design [7] in which they constructed
a design environment named Cello (an acronym for cellular logic).

Cello was developed based on Verilog, a hardware description
language, to construct a user friendly environment; it was established
to accelerate development of the genetic circuitry that allows Verilog to
be converted into the linear DNA sequences so that they can be built
and operated in living cells. The current version of Cello can construct
one to three different inputs into a genetic circuit. Cello has also built a
library accommodating a variety of biological logic gates with different
repressors and insulators.

Professor Richard Kitney said “Logic gates are the fundamental
building blocks in silicon circuitry that our entire digital age is based
on. Without them, we could not process digital information” [8].
Recent research tasks have demonstrated that scientists can replicate
these parts using bacteria and DNA, it is thus expected that these
works could lead to a new generation of biological processors, whose
applications in the information or numerical data processing could be
as important as their electronic equivalents.

In the large-scale digital electronic circuits, logic gates are the
fundamental components. A silicon logic gate uses normalized signal
levels in DC voltage to represent logic 1 and logic 0. Digital integrated
circuit, aviation equipment, electronic communication, or computer
motherboards are assembled by a large amount of silicon logic gates.
Unfortunately, biological circuits and electronic circuits are vastly
different in many ways. Structurally, genetic circuits are not as simple
as electronic circuits. In the latter, components’ characteristics, in
general, do not change over time or worked under different
environments but it would be changed in the genetic circuits. The input
and output physical quantities of the electronic circuits are mostly the
same, but they are not for the genetic circuits.

In recent years, the research team led by Lin was devoted to realize a
class of biological gates and plenty of functional circuits from the
viewpoint of electrical engineering [6,9]. The systematic study starts
from realization of fundamental Boolean biological gates and clocks
using intelligent computational approaches. A real structured genetic
algorithm (RSGA) [10] which combines advantages of the traditional
real genetic algorithm (RGA) with those of the structured genetic
algorithm (SGA) was adopted as the design tool and applied as an
optimization strategy for optimal model parameter and structure
determination. For the genetic oscillator design, their proposed
approach fulfills all types of genes by minimizing the order of oscillator
while searching for the optimal network parameters. The design
approach is shown to be capable of yielding genetic oscillators with the
simplest structure.

The computational method has also been applied to the biological
logic gate design [6]. For a nonlinear model with the cis-regular input
function (CRIF), a multi-objective performance index was established
which is closely related to the response accuracy of the logic state and
gap between high and low logic levels. For the genetic oscillator design,
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it was shown that the approach performs better than traditional GAs in
the sense of computational efficiency and performance.

The genetic clock lies in its role of triggering logic reaction for
sequential biological circuits. Because biochemical reaction of the
biological system is extremely slow, however, transition between
minimal and maximal levels is relatively instantaneous for an ideal
clock signal; it is thus not directly realizable in biological sense. That
meant that it would be hard to directly synthesize a square wave
generator as a genetic clock. However, Fourier series can be used to
approximately realize a square wave as a finite summation of
sinusoidal waves generated by genetic oscillators with different
harmonic oscillating frequencies, in which the amplitude alternates at
a steady frequency between the fixed minimal and maximal levels with
the same duration [11]. Another type of genetic clock generator on the
basis of a genetic oscillator and a toggle switch has also been developed
[12]. In which, a general sine wave generator was used as an oscillator.
A dual repressor was then used to connect two fundamental biologic
circuits to trim the sine wave.

DNA possesses huge message storage capacity. Biocomputers
enables DNA to hold the complex blueprints of living organisms.
Actually, the storage capacity of a single gram of DNA can hold as
much information as one trillion compact discs [13]. Erlich and
Zielinski stated that the theoretical information storage capacity of
DNA is up to 680 petabytes per gram [14]. Scientists could even
recover and read DNA sequences from fossils. That meant that DNA as
a storage medium could last thousands of years. Biological memory
serves as one of the core parts of the synthetic biological computer that
are used to memorize data, temporarily or eternally. Today, a
fundamental silicon computer memory (unit) is mostly formed by
transistors and circuit components. In the biological system, however,
it is not directly applicable using the same idea for realization of
memory module. Hu et al. have proposed design of two type of genetic
random access memories, i.e. genetic static random access memory
(GSRAM), and genetic dynamic random access memory (GDRAM)
which were inspired by the traditional silicon SRAM and DRAM
[15,16].

Recently, research theme has also been moving forward by
combining biological logic gates, genetic clocks, arithmetic logic unit
(ALU) and control unit (CU) to form a fundamental bio central
processing unit (CPU). Lin et al. present a genetic ALU design based
on several genetic logic gates with different functions [17]. The system
level’s architecture consists of three parts: temp register, ALU and
accumulator register. Using the concept of the ALU on the digital
computer, fundamental functions of the genetic ALU realized by a full
adder register have been realized.

A computer cannot work completely without the capability of
conducting a sequence of logical or mathematical operations. To fulfill
the function, there should be a CU inside the CPU to arrange
instructions in order. The CU is a component of a computer's CPU that
directs the operations of the processor in sequence. In the biological
sense, Lin et al. have constructed a bio-CU as the command centre to
coordinate a series of operational steps corresponding to instructions
decoded from the bio-instructions to realize the fundamental function
of the prototype biocomputer [18]. Inside the CU system there are ring
counter, ALU and instruction decoder which can be realized using the
previously developed gene logic circuits from the data base already
built up. A fully functional biocomputer resulted after combination of
memory, clock, ALU, CU and necessary input/out ports.

To date, biomedical applications of DNA computers have been
widely attempted. For example, Diseases such as leukemia, it usually
indiscriminately attacks healthy and unhealthy cells; using certain
DNA-based gates can discriminate between healthy and unhealthy
cells by sensing the different characteristics of the cells to protect the
patient’s immune system [19], by measuring the concentration of
specific antibodies it is possible to determine whether one is suffering
from certain particular disease. The research team led by Professor
Merkx have succeeded in linking the presence of antibodies to a DNA
computer [20]. As for drug delivery, the method proposed by Dr.
Engelen has translated the presence of each antibody into a unique
piece of DNA whereby the DNA computer can decide on the basis of
the presence of one or more antibodies whether drug delivery is
needed [20]. For medication, a potential application is to measure the
quantity of therapeutic antibodies in the blood so that doctor can
decide whether it is necessary to conduct extra medication. Cancer has
been a major cause of human death and is the second leading cause of
death globally [21]. The DNA computer possesses the potential for use
in cancer detection and medication. Recently, Nature published a
paper regarding DNA nanorobot, the research team developed a DNA
nanorobot that can cut off blood supply to the tumor cells causing
tumor necrosis and inhibiting tumor growth [22]. Microsoft has
expressed its interests in the DNA computer for cancer treatment and
organized a research team to deal with the issue. Their final goal is to
create a microcomputer from DNA that can survive in cells and
monitor for faults in bodily networks, once the diseased cancer cells
are detected, it will be reprogrammed to restore it to the healthy state
[23]. There are increasing applications which may revolutionize
technology in other fields such as life sciences which are currently
under development.

Currently, biological computing is already available which attempts
to extract computing power from the collective action of large
numbers of biological molecules. However, biological CPU being
totally replaced by biological molecules remains in the far future.
Undoubtedly, the invention of biological computers will bring an
immense influence on the human civilization like that of the silicon
computer. It would bring tremendous changes to the world and
stimulate wide applications. The goals of research of systems biology
and proteomics are long-term and undergoing. It can be expected that
the impact resulted from biocomputer would be gradually increasing,
collaboration and cross-disciplinary approaches to sciences is a must.
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